Oracle Hyperion Public Sector Planning and Budgeting is a flexible web and Microsoft Office based planning application for the public sector. Pre-built position and employee planning models, combined with sophisticated planning and budgeting process management features, help organizations project and evaluate the impact of employee compensation and benefits on overall budgets while supporting accurate forecasting.

**KEY BUSINESS BENEFITS**

- Reduce cost of implementation and ownership by leveraging packaged public sector functionality
- Create workforce plans and position budgets quickly and accurately by leveraging sophisticated pre-packaged position and employee planning models
- Leverage the flexible workflow and plan management tools within the application to reduce budgeting and planning cycles by weeks or months
- Improve forecast accuracy by gaining visibility into plan/actuals/budget/forecast comparisons
- Reduce the time spent on creating reports and budget books by leveraging the sophisticated reporting capabilities within the product

**Reduce Cost of Ownership by Leveraging Packaged Public Sector Budgeting Functionality**

Public sector organizations are faced with increasingly complex planning and budgeting processes in light of funding pressures for new and existing programs, increased compliance and regulatory requirements, an increased need for transparency and accountability to the public, and internal pressure to do more with smaller IT budgets. In this environment, organizations look to adopt a “buy versus build” approach that helps them reduce implementation time and cost by using a packaged planning and budgeting application built for the public sector.

Oracle Hyperion Public Sector Planning and Budgeting provides:

- Decision packages and budget requests for requesting incremental funding of all types of costs, including compensation
- Narrative justification and multiple public and private notes and attachments in funding requests
- Individual or collaborative budget proposals with shared funding requests
- Customer defined attributes for decision packages and budget requests
- Rich position and employee budgeting with calculation logic and rules to support processes such as allocation of position budgets to general ledger accounts
- Pre-built budgeting task lists to guide users through the budgeting process flows
- Configurable budgetary review and approval hierarchies and process flows
- Decision package and budget request analysis
- Creation of simple and complex reports and books such as the Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports and annual budget books
- Creation of revisions to capture changes to adopted budgets

These application capabilities, together with the ability to leverage packaged ERP integration, reduce the overall cost of ownership for public sector organizations that are looking to implement a state of the art planning and budgeting solution.
Develop Individual or Collaborative Budget Proposals

Budgeting systems traditionally offer capabilities for developing new budgets, but often the review and analysis of budgets submitted for review show the budgets as a whole with no way to view incremental changes to a baseline budget.

Decision packages are building blocks for developing a budget and are used by organizations to make a persuasive case for a proposed change. The decision package consolidates financial information and supporting justification for a specific action or proposed policy for implementation in the budget. Hyperion Public Sector Planning and Budgeting now offers a powerful capability for requesting incremental funding through the Decision Package feature which lets public sector organizations:

- Organize funding requests by key objectives, programs, or projects
- Develop and rank individual or collaborative proposals that span costs across organizational units for multiple years
- Include narrative justification with pictures and formatting
- Submit multiple public and private notes and attachments for supporting detail
- Route decision packages to specific reviewers
- Include or exclude a proposal from the budget and perform what-if analysis
- Get an “At-a-glance” summary view of funding requests
- View “on the fly” analysis of funding requests through charts and graphs
- Use attributes to group or filter decision packages and budget requests

Figure 1: Decision packages consolidate financial information and supporting justification for a specific action or proposed policy

Optimize Workforce Plans by Leveraging a Flexible Position / Employee Budgeting Model

Unlike private companies, public sector organizations are faced with specific complexities in the workforce planning and budgeting process. One of the unique aspects of public sector organizations is the need to budget by position, associate existing and “to be hired” employees to existing and new positions, manage the allocation of various sources of funding to position level budgets and, for all the above elements, efficiently manage future dated changes.
Oracle Hyperion Public Sector Planning and Budgeting includes a flexible workforce budgeting model that supports budgeting by position, by employee or a combination of the two. It supports the import of baseline data from human resource systems and an ability to modify this data as part of the budgeting process. It supports a variety of salary and non-salary components of compensation, including step-based, rate-based and value-based computations of salary. In conjunction with Oracle’s ERP systems, it also supports the ongoing budget revision and maintenance process.

Minimize Use of Email, Phone Calls and Offline Spreadsheets by Fully Leveraging Workflow and Approval Features

Organizations today realize that budgets are not just about the numbers, but also about how people work together to reach consensus on plan, budget and forecast numbers. However, many organizations continue to use email as the main communication tool during the budgeting process, and offline spreadsheets are the norm when it comes to sharing data between budget participants. The lack of effective workflow capabilities is often cited as the single largest contributor to the increase in overall planning and budgeting cycle times.
Oracle enterprise performance management applications are an integrated, modular suite that supports a broad range of strategic and financial performance management processes and helps unlock business potential.

**Related Products**

Oracle enterprise performance management applications provide the following capabilities:

- Strategy Management
- Financial Close and Reporting
- Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting
- Profitability and Cost Management
- Enterprise Data Governance

identifying the next approver. Plan promotion paths can be made conditional on meeting certain criteria. For example, if the expenditure on Education is budgeted to be less than 5% of the overall budget, the system could require that a certain official approve this in addition to normal approval flow. All of the above processes can also be performed in conjunction with what-if analysis and scenario testing that allows users to compare and contrast multiple scenarios prior to promoting the selected scenario for further approval.

**Get Up and Running Fast by Leveraging Packaged ERP Integrations**

For many organizations, a significant component of implementation time for a planning and budgeting application is often the creation of integration points with the data in the ERP systems – Financials and Human Resources. Organizations are looking for packaged integration functionality to reduce implementation time and cost.

Oracle Hyperion Public Sector Planning and Budgeting is built to leverage the ERP Financials and Human Resource integrations provided through the Oracle Hyperion Financial Data Quality Management adapter suite. It supports the extract of plan dimension hierarchies and members (such as departments and cost center hierarchies), fiscal calendars, and financial data from the General Ledger through a functional, user-driven process that involves configuring integration options and parameters rather than IT-created “ETL scripts”. Budget administrators can define the frequency and scope of the refresh of ERP data into the planning system through a simple user interface. They also get similar features for integrating with a Human Resources system.

**Create Production Quality Reports and Budget Books**

Public sector organizations have much more complex needs around budget reporting than most organizations in the private sector. The budget is often required to be presented as a formal book of reports with supporting commentary. Without the support of technology, this process in itself can be a severe drain on time and resources for the budget office.

Oracle Hyperion Public Sector Planning and Budgeting supports a robust reporting and budget book creation process. It allows the definition of an overall layout of sections and subsections of a budget book. These sections can be linked to live data in the planning system as well as documents and other sources of information managed using a content management system such as Oracle WebCenter Content. These reports and budget book templates can be periodically refreshed with the latest updates made within the budget preparation system. Any change to budget or plan data, or to documents stored in the content management repository, is immediately reflected within the compiled budget book. Both PDF and HTML formats are supported, including deployment of the final budget book to a static HTML website open to the public.

**Summary**

With Oracle Hyperion Public Sector Planning and Budgeting public sector organizations can manage their planning and budgeting process proactively, involve more managers and easily produce the reports required by their stakeholders. In addition, with process improvements and clear communication of plans and budgets, they can make the first steps to delivering world class plans and budgets.
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